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Dear Museum friends and members,
Well that year went fast! Last time we were preparing our annual community newsletter we had a mad
rush at the end to try and deliver to everyone before we went into lockdown. In the end we didn’t quite
make it to a few streets. Sorry Ludstone Rd, Grays Lane and Kiwi St! We’ll make sure you don’t miss out
this time round.
At that time we had no idea what lay ahead. Still don’t I guess. We took the time to take stock and review
where we are at and where we want to go as a museum. We reviewed our strategic goals and also made
a plan for getting our back of house backlog sorted, while we could, with the prospect of limited numbers
of visitors coming our way. In the end we actually had a pretty good winter so we are grateful that New
Zealanders got out and about and supported our town and museum. All the same we did manage to
reorganise our archives and store room so that felt good after 4 years in the new building!
With planning underway for the new wharf project we thought it was topical to share a few photos and
historical stories from its history. They highlight that it has always played a vital role in our community’s
social, recreational and economic life.

Covid Collecting
We in Kaikōura, like everyone else in the world, have been
and will continue to be, affected by the Covid 19 pandemic in
some way. As a museum it is our job to try and capture the
experience of our community for future generations to learn
from. They will want to know what it was like during the
lockdown, how the wider pandemic effected businesses,
community services, individuals and families. The good, the
bad, the humorous. We have a started a collection of
photographs, signs etc at the Museum so if you think you
have something that would add to the story please get in
touch.

Suburban school gate sign, March 2020

(insert photograph of Suburban school gate sign, March
2020)
New to the Collection
These little beauties were recently bought into the
Museum for safekeeping and are a fascinating
addition to the collection. They may look like an
assortment of well-polished gem stones but are in
fact Moa gizzards. These were originally found by Bill
Gibson, poking out of a riverbank up the Parapara
Valley (Puhi Puhi area) in the 1960s, when he was
out hunting. At the time they were sent to the
Dominion Museum (now Te Papa) for identification
and confirmed as gizzard stones. This was verified
again by Canterbury Museum a couple of months
ago.
These gizzards are now on display in the
Museum so come on in and have a closer look.
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Kaikōura Star going online
In the early 2000s the Museum arranged for the Kaikōura Star newspaper, up to 2005, to be
microfilmed through the National Library and held here as preservation copies. As part of their ongoing
newspaper digitisation project the National Library has scheduled the Kaikōura Star (up to 1950 only,
due to copyright) to be included on the Papers Past website. From July this year we will all be able to
access, search and read the old newspapers for free. This will be a great resource for researchers and
historians. It will also will mean the original copies we hold in the archive at the Museum will be better
preserved without being handled when we want to look something up.
We still hold all of the newspaper microfilms up to 2005 but currently do not have a device for viewing
them. We are looking at funding options to source a new Micro-Viewer so we can access these and
other old film formats we hold in the collection. Again this will enable easy access for us and
researchers who wish to make use of the valuable information they hold. We’ll keep you posted on
progress.

Get growing Kaikōura
With autumn upon us its time again to start propagating plants for our spring plant sale. We are especially
keen to get people on board growing natives these are always in high demand and we want to encourage
more to be planted in local gardens. House plants are gaining popularity again too. But really, we’d be
grateful for anything you can grow to support our fundraising efforts.

50 years of your Museum
In September we will be celebrating 50 years of Kaikōura having its own Museum. It took only three years
for the Kaikōura Historical Society, established in 1968, to gather enough community interest and funds
to open a Museum to preserve and showcase our local history. We’ll soon be sharing details on how we’ll
celebrate this milestone with the community so keep an eye out.

These photos show the Museum opening in 1971 and one of our first exhibits “Washing Day”

Rise to the challenge for 50 more
We’re here for the long haul and want to make sure Kaikōura Museum sees its 100 th anniversary, and
beyond. To make that happen we need your help. We’ve set ourselves the challenge of 50% of Kaikoura
households having membership with Kaikōura Museum. At the last census Kaikōura had 1458
households and we currently have 168 Kaikōura based memberships, which is 11.5% of households. So
it is quite an ambitious challenge, will you rise to it? Included in this newsletter is a membership form
where you can find out about all the benefits of membership and how to join and help us reach our target.
Imagine the warm glow across our district knowing we are all doing our bit to preserve our uniquely
Kaikōura history for all to enjoy.

Whare Taonga Project
It was a privilege this past year to continue our involvement with the project to repatriate nga taonga,
which was recovered from the coastal road rebuild following the 2016 earthquake, to Ngati Kuri at
Takahanga Marae. Our work alongside Te Rununga o Kaikōura and NCTIR will continue as the Whare
Taonga, where the taonga will be housed and cared for, nears completion. This has been a really positive
and collaborative learning experience for all and we know the final result will fulfil the original and
overarching principal that “our taonga deserves the best” and will be something for all to be proud of.
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Historical Snippets
Kaikōura District Council Minutes
7 January 1921
J.A. Monk re sale gelding impounded
J.A.Monk wrote with respect to gelding belonging to him impounded and sold as unclaimed and asking
consideration in the direction of making a refund of the amount realised over the amount of charges.
Letter was received.
4 March 1921
Re: Unveiling War Memorial
The Chairman moved that the Council express its appreciation to the
Kaikoura Brass Band for its services at the official unveiling of the
local War Memorial, and, to Mrs Washington for making and
supplying wreaths on behalf of the Council. Seconded by Cr. J. Boyd.
Carried
4 March 1921
Aquarium R.Baxter Wakatu Quay
Commissioner of Crown Lands asking for the Council’s approval regarding the closing of part of Wakatu
Quay for a proposed aquarium. R. Baxter
Moved by Cr. Nixon that the Commissioner be advised that the Council would agree to reduce the width
of Wakatu Quay opposite Lot 98 to 40 ft. Seconded by Cr. Johnston. Carried.
Rubbish Collection
W. Morris, 71 Torquay St complaining that some of his rubbish has been left on the footpath.
The works superintendent reported that two tins had been collected from this property but that the
collector was not able to remove the rubbish from the third tin. It was standard practice that rubbish
should be household rubbish only to a maximum of 2 cubic feet.
Cr Corbett Moved that the writer be advised that the rubbish collection is for household rubbish only to a
maximum of 2 cubic feet and that he should dump his garden rubbish in the rubbish dump himself.
Seconded by Cr Peach. Carried.

2003-002-12 Fishing Boats at New Wharf Foreground Virgo, Kotare, Margaret.

011-075-0227: New Wharf, c1910-20.
Steamer tied up at end of wharf.
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An inquiry into the circumstances connected with the destruction by fire of one of
the sheds on Kaikoura wharf on 9th January
has been held by Mr. Bailey, S.M. and
Coroner, who declined to accept the
explanation that the outbreak was caused by
a spark from a file struck by an ordinary
hammer. He had, he said (reports from the
Christchurch Star) made a number of
experiments, including the emission of
sparks from a file ground on an emery wheel
on to cotton wool soaked in petrol. The wool
ignited but not the petrol. Dr Evans,
Professor of Chemistry of Canterbury
College, had made other experiments with
petrol ether (more volatile than the liquid
alleged to have caused the fire), yet he could
not get ignition under the conditions
deposed to. There was a remote chance that
the fire had been caused as stated, or by the
ash from a cigarette (which the wharfinger
may have been smoking at the time, though
he had no recollection of doing so), but as
such was not shown.
The verdict was that the main shed at
Kaikoura wharf, with the contents thereof,
was destroyed by a fire which originated
when the harbourmaster was in the shed, and
it is attributed by him to the ignition of a tin
of petrol (which he was opening) by a spark
struck by a hammer off the file he was using
for the purpose of making the opening in the
tin, but that the Coroner is not satisfied that
the ignition of the petrol was caused in the
manner alleged by the harbourmaster, and
there is no other evidence to show how it
occurred.

2002-050-10 Wharf Shed burnt down at the New
Wharf, 1920's- sheep yards in the background.

2008-124-18 Fishing at New Wharf.

Top - A1987-186 New Wharf c 1920.
Miss Fanny Rolfes standing on
wharf.

Left – 2019-054-001
Dog and boy watching the fuss at
the wharf as bags of Golden Bay
Cement are unloaded from Paroto
for the next project in a developing
Kaikoura. New Wharf c 1930s

